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SUMMARY.

A technique, based upon the finite element method, is developed which

is used to model the dynamic behaviour of flexible industrial robots.

Such a dynamic model can be used to re-design the mechanical construc

tion, or to design a new controller which compensates for flexibility

effects.

It is shown that it is feasible to obtain such a technique which uses

standard finite element programs. Also it is demonstrated that it is a

practical and universal modelling tool. The resulting model is a large

set of second order differential equations. The efficiency and accuracy

are mainly determined by the reduction and solution procedures.

To test the model's validity, an ASEA IRb6 industrial robot is avai

lable. ~~o of its links are simulated using the finite element program

IDEAS. The simulation results are compared with measurement data to

determine the accuracy of the finite element models. The mass and

stiffness matrices obtained from the simulations will be used in the

dynamic model.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS.

In Appendix A some definitions concerning mechanical properties are

given, along with the main mathematical notation forms. Here, the
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meaning and an indication of the page where they are defined.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

The programmable multifunctional manipulator, or industrial robot,

has gained a permanent place on the factory floor and has become indis

pensable in many industrial branches. Every new field of application

raises new problems and the solutions to these problems are mostly

obtained by making robots more intelligent. This intelligence focusses

on three aspects: knowledge of environment (e.g. vision and sensory

systems), interaction with environment (tasks, tools, and programming

languages), and knowledge of the behaviour of the manipulator itself.

The last item will be the subject of this study.

In order to achieve high placement accuracy and repeatability, pre

sent-day industrial robots are constructed of rigid links and joints.

However, absolute rigidity is only obtained at excessive expense.

Another approach is to allow flexibility in robot links and joints and

maintain accuracy by means of a compensating control algorithm. This

approach has some considerable advantages. The total mass of the manipu

lator can be decreased which allows the use of smaller actuators and

enables the robot to work at higher speeds. Furthermore, the robot sys

tem consumes less energy. and has probably lower overall costs.

The research presented here has two objectives. The first aim is to

model the dynamic behaviour of a flexible industrial robot. This model

can be used, not onlY,to design a new controller which compensates for

flexibility effects, but also to improve the mechanical construction

according to its structural dynamics. The second objective is to check

whether the finite element method is an efficient tool for constructing

such models, and to determine which dynamic modelling method is best

suited for this purpose.

Obviously, the finite element method plays an important role in this

research. Chapter 2 is therefore completely devoted to this subject. The

method's mathematical background is presented briefly. Some definitions

concerning mechanical and dynamical properties are also given here.

Structural damping, one of the least understood mechanical properties,

will be considered in this chapter, and some forms of damping will be

investigated.
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In Chapter 3, we will in~estigate a method of modelling robot

dynamics, which uses the finite element method. A more general survey of

literature on this subject is also presented here.

The ASEA IRb6 industrial robot was chosen to test the model's validi

ty. In Chapter 4 we describe the robot's structure and some important

features.

The next Chapter deals with the finite element program IDEAS, which

was used to determine flexibility effects in the robot links. The

simulation and experimental results are presented and discussed in

Chapter 6.

The research, presented in this report, is part of a project at the

Eindhoven University of Technology. The project, Flexible Automation and

Industrial Robots (FAIR), is a co-operation between the Departments of

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering.

The overall research project in the field of flexible or non-rigid

robots is divided into several parts.

Regarding the robot as being constructed of flexible links and rigid

joints and actuators, a dynamic model will be made. Several methods,

including finite element and boundary element methods, will be inves

tigated. The study will be conducted in several steps: first the links

are investigated separately, next they are connected by rigid joints,

and finally the actuators will be taken into account. This report

describes (part of) the research on this subject.

Another approach is to regard the robot as a construction of rigid

links connected by flexible joints and actuators.

These two approaches will be combined, resulting in a dynamic model

of the complete robot.

However, not only the final dynamic model is important, but also the

efficiency and universality of the method is investigated. This results

in an universal, efficient, and accurate modeling tool.

The final step will be to incorporate the model into a control

system, which is able to compensate for undesirable flexibility

effects.



2. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD.

Principally, the finite element method is a technique for solving

partial differential equations by discretizing them in their spatial

dimensions. This is done locally in small domains (the elements) that

have a simple, but arbitrary shape.

This results in matrix equations for certain points (nodes) of the

elements. A large number of differential equations must be solved.

The method is extremely suitable for implementation on a digital

computer, but requires a sizable memory and long processing times.

Results become available as nodal displacements owing to external

forces. Then the deformation of the material is known and stresses can

be calculated.

The finite element method (FEM) is used for static analyses of con

structions (strength calculations), liquid and heat flow, and elctro

magnetic field problems. Also dynamic analyses are possible.

A fundamental assumption when using the finite element method is that

a solution space can be modelled or approximated by replacing it with a

number of coupled, discrete elements. In the case of constructions, this

implies the possibility to divide the structure into a great number of

small domains in which the material properties are assumed to be

constant.

A special property is the possibility to formulate solutions for

individual elements before taking them together to represent the whole

problem [1J.

2.1 Static problems. Displacement method.

An element e (Figure 2.1) is defined by its nodes 1, 2, 3, etc. and

rectilinear boundaries (in case of iso-parametric elements). The most

simple three-dimensional element is the tetrahedron, disadvantageous is

the large amount of elements, and thus the number of equations, which is

necessary to obtain accurate results. As far as that goes, more complex

elements are advantageous.
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Let us call the number of element

nodal displacements is:

u. v. w. JT is the
~ ~ ~

node i (i=1,2,3,4).

(2-1)

nodes #en. The element displacement

and deformation are defined by the

nodal displacements. In case of a

tetrahedron (#en = 4), the vector of

e [ e e e e JT
a = ~1 ~2 a 3 ~

in which a~ = [
-~

displacement of

l' z

xAy

2

Figure 2.1.
Deformation of a tetrahedral

element.

Now, ae is a 3#enx1 = 12x1 vector

(12 rows, 1 column).

The number of degrees of freedom will be three in three dimensional

space (for the moment, we consider position only, not orientation). So a

tetrahedral element with four nodes will have 12 degrees of freedom

(indicated by #ef = 12).

(2-2)

Define u as the displacement vector of an arbitrary point in the

element. For point p, ~(p) depends on the position of p (its coordi

nates) and the displacements of the nodes. Let ~(p) be approximated by

#en
~(p) '" 2 N. a~

i=1 ::l. -~

In this equation, N is a matrix that represents the prescribed

functions of position. In other words, the displacement of a point

within the element, ~, depends through N (shape functions or interpo

lation functions) upon the nodal displa~ements ~e.

The matrices N. are square, in 3D space 3x3, and are functions of the
::l-

coordinates x, y, and z of point p.

approxi-

(3X12) matrix.be a (3x3#en) =

At the nodes, when p. is defined as the position of node i,
~

to correspond to the actual displacements, thusmation (2-2) has
"'" eu (p.) = a. • This means N. (p .) = <5.. I.
- ~ -~ =:t. J ~J -

In case of tetrahedral elements, N will
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Two dimensional example.

2

Figure 2.2.
Two dimensional triangular

element.

Number of nodes #en=3; degrees of

freedom #ef = 2x#en = 6.
e [ ]T anda, = u, V.

-J. J. J.

e [ e e e ]Ta = ~1 ~2 ~3

a (1 X6)-vector.

Let u = [ u v ]T where u and v-
are linear polynominals in x and y.

u = a
1

+ a
2
x + a

3
y

v = a4 + aSx + a6y

By substituting the coordinates of

the nodes 1, 2, and 3, the a's and

~'s can be found, which gives

u = ~(a1+b1x+c1y)u1+(a2+b2x+c2y)u2+(a3+b3x+c3Y)U3}

v = ~(a1+b1x+c1y)v1+(a2+b2x+c2y)v2+(a3+b3x+c3Y)V3}
Here a, b, and c are constants: a

1
= x

2Y3 - x
3Y2

b 1 = Y2 - Y3
c

1
= x

3
- x

2
and the other coefficients are obtained by cyclic permutation of the

subscripts. /1 is equal to the area of the triangle.

N = [ N1, ~, ~ ] =-

[ [ 1 0
a 1+b1x+c 1

y
1 0

a
2
+b

2
x+c

2
y

1 0
a

3
+b

3
x+c

3
y ,

0 1 ] 2/1 ' [ 0 1 ] 2/1 ' [ 0 1 2/1 J

The strain at a certain point is given by ~ = L~, with L the linear

strain operator. This equation is approximated by

e: '" e: = L u = L N a = (2-3 )

in which B is the strain shape function.

In three dimensional space, six strain components are important

e: ~u/~xx
~v/~ye:

e: Y ow/~z L u (2-4 )e: = z = =
Yxy

~u/~y+~v/~x -
Yyz ~v/~z+~w/~y

Yzx ~w/~x+~u/~z



From this, L can be deduced-
olox 0 0

0 oloy 0
0 0 oloz (2-5 )L =- oloy olox 0
0 oloz oloy

oloz 0 olox
The components of ~ = L ~ are partial derivatives of ~'s components.

When N contains only linear equations in x, y, and z, the components in
-

B are constant. If the element is of a higher order, i.e. has extra-
nodes at the boundaries or in the interior, B will be a function of x,

y, and z.

Assuming linear elastic behaviour (Hooke's Law), the stress can be

expressed as

£ = [ JT -_o 0 0 • • •x y z xy yz zx
(2-6)

in which ~ and ~ are the initial strain and stress, respectively.

Matrix ~ (6X6) is called the elasticity matrix.

In case of isotropic material it can be shown that

v I ( 1-v ) v I ( 1-v ) 0 0 0
1 v I ( 1-v ) 0 0 0

1 0 0 0
E(1-v)

S = (1-2v) * (2-7)
- ( 2-2v )

0 0 ( 1+v)( 1-2v)
(1-2v)

synm.
(2-2v)

0
( 1-2v )
(2-2v)

Poisson's ratio (condition: 0 = 0 = 0).
y z

00 [ 2JE = - kg/msoe: is the modulus of elasticity, v =
e: z
e:

x
=

e:
...L
e:

x
[- J is

To render nodal forces statically equivalent with the actual stresses
e

and loads, we introduce a virtual displacement oa and equate the

external and internal work done by the various forces and stresses

during that displacement

oaeTs.e = Iv (O£T£ - OuTb)dV =
e

o~eT(fv ~T(J dV - Iv ~Tb eN)
e e

(2-8)



In this equation, ~e is the vector of nodal forces which are statically

equivalent to boundary stresses and distributed loads on the element. Its

components must be ordered in the appropriate directions, corresponding
e

to a •

The distributed loads b are defined as those acting on a unit volume

of material with directions corresponding to those of u at that point.

In other words, b works on a point p and is based upon the same system

as u.

Expression (2-8) must hold for arbitrary
e

Ke e fe
S. = a +

K
e

B
T -

where = Iv s B dV- - --e

eoa , so we may write

(2-9)

-Iv
e

-Iv
e

K
e is the element's stiffness matrix. In case

S i; symmetrical and so is ~e. fe represents the

of isotropic material,

force vector.

When the nodal displacements are known, by solving equation (2-9),

the strains and the stresses can be calculated.

The equations above are valid in case of one element. However, it is

possible to obtain similar equations which are valid throughout the

material

I e
K fS. = r = a +

e -
K = I B

T
S B dV

- V - --where

en f = -I
V

!T :. ~ dV +I
V

(2-10)

T
!~dV

No problems occur when at the element boundaries displacements are

prescribed. If however, the surface is subject to an external distri

buted load (t per unit area), an extra term in f has to be taken into

account.

After the elements are joined, matrices and vectors will grow in

size. In three dimensional space (translations only), a mesh of m

tetrahedral elements with #en=4 yields:



r (12m><1)

f ( 12mx 1 )

a (12mx 1)
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K

N

( 12mx 12m)

(3x12m)

Above, the principle of virtual work was used. It is also possible to

apply the principle of minimum potential energy.

When the system is in equilibrium, the total potential energy has to

be stationary in case of variations in the allowed displacements. The

process then tries to find a minimum within the boundaries of an assumed

displacement pattern (local minimum).

The shape functions limit the system's infinite degrees of freedom

and the global minimum may possibly never be attained. To assure conver

gence towards the correct results, a number of requirements must be

fulfilled:

1. the displacement function must be such that a rigid body displacement

cannot introduce stresses or strains in the elements.

2. the displacement function has to be of such a form that if nodal

displacements are compatible with a constant strain condition, such

constant strain will be obtained.

3. the displacement functions should be chosen in such a way that the

strains at the interface between elements are finite.

Functions which satisfy these requirements are called "complete", and

have the integrability property.

2.2 Dynamic problems

In the previous section, only static problems have been discussed.

Now we will incorporate the time dimension in our analysis.

Let us consider the behaviour of elastic structures with linear

damping. Then two extra force terms must be included:

inertial force -pu with u the acceleration.

resistance to movement, for simplicity assume linear viscous damping.
-!-1~ •

Now the distributed load b has to be replaced by *b
.

- pu - !-1u ,

which yields (regardless of initial stress and strain):



-JV
e

-JV
e

T ok

:: b dV + Jv
e

T •• J
N p~ dV + V

e

T •
N lJ.u dV ( 2-11 )

With u = ~~, this results in M a + D a + K a + f = O. (2-12)

J
T

= N. ~ N. dO are
e :=l- J

Q

e
N. dQ and D ..
::::J :=l-J

This is a set of second order differential equations with the

displacements as variables.

Submatrices M~. = J N: p
:=l- J Qe :=l-

symmetrical, as is K.

In practice, the determination of the damping matrix ~ gives some

problems, because knowledge on IJ. is not available. Often it is assumed

that D = a; ~ + ~ ! (Rayleigh damping).

In paragraph 2.5, the problem of damping will be discussed in more

detail.

2.3 Ana1ytica1 so1ution methods.

Consider the system of ordinary differential equations

M a + D a + K a = f. (2-13)

In general, all matrices are symmetric.

With respect to the forces !, we may distinguish:

f = 0

! periodic

!. arbitrary

free response

periodic response

transient response.

Without damping and external forces, the general solution is
iwt

a = a e- -
where w is obtained from 1I-w

2
M + KII = 0 (eigenvalue problem). The n- -

solutions w. are called the natural frequencies of the (undamped)
J

system.

We can find n vectors ~, which give the proportions of the various

terms. These vectors are called natural modes of the system and are

generally normalized (c.f. 2.5).

Transient responses can be determined in two ways. This can be done

by using frequency response methods (Laplace integrals) or with modal
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decomposition methods. The last is only applicable when damping is

negligible or of Rayleigh damping form.

The solutions to the differential equations can be found using

standard numerical methods <e.g. Newmark).

2.4 Mass and stiffness.

The use of diagonal (lumped) mass matrices results in simpler calcu

lations. There are two ways of achieving these special forms:
."

1. Use a different shape function N to determine the mass matrix. When

N. = I near node i and zero elsewhere, it is obvious that M becomes a::l. _ _

diagonal matrix. Such an approximation is allowed, provided the usual

finite element criteria of integrability and completeness are satisfied.

Further, it is necessary for the original approach to be derivable from

function which satisfies

energy principles. One possibility is to use a piecewise constant
."

E N. = I (preservation of mass).
=:L

Figure 2.3. Example of shape functions for node i;
(triangular element) (a) stiffness, (b) mass.

2. Use numerical integration.

weighing

I W (N.pN.)
q :l. ] q

q
the appropriate

= In N.pN. dQ =
IN: :l. ]

M•.
:l.]

W
q

factors. When the sample points coincide with the nodes, M.. = 0 for i*j
J.]

and M becomes diagonal. Unfortunately this may lead to negative lumped

in which q are the sample points and

masses, which is numerically inconvenient.
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The stiffness matrix defined in (2-10) is symmetrical in case of

isotropic material. This follows from the principle of energy conserva

tion and the Maxwell-Betti reciprocal theorem. The matrix is also

positive definite.

For an element mesh with #n nodes, the stiffness matrix will have

size (#n*#nf x #n*#nf), where #nf is the number of degrees of freedom of

a node. In 3D systems, #nf=6, because both translation and rotation have

to be taken into account. So K is a (6#n x.6#n) matrix.

For most element meshes, ~ will be a band matrix. The reason for this

is that an element node is only connected with its neighbouring nodes.

The influence of remote nodes is zero.

This implies that the matrix bandwidth can be partially controlled by

the numbering of the nodes. The geometry of the construction under

consideration, however, largely determines the bandwidth of K.

Thus, ~ can be expressed in a diagonal form and K as a bandrnatrix, so

the coupling between the variables in the differential equations can be

limited to a certain extent. This results in less complex solution

procedures, and less computational effort.

2.5 Damping.

Any vibration can be viewed as superposition of harmonic vibrations

corresponding to the different natural frequencies of motion.

Generally, in damped systems a vibration in one mode or natural fre

quency excites other vibrations due to a transfer of energy from one

mode to another. Mathematically, this means that the various modes,

which are the solutions of the differential equations, are coupled. When

the vibrations are completely independent of each other and the maximum

amplitude is normalized to 1, these motions are referred to as normal

modes.

It is well known that undamped linear dynamic systems possess normal

modes, and that in each normal mode the various parts of the system



vibrate in the same phase.

In damped systems, however, this property is generally violated and

normal modes do not exist, in such cases a general treatment is

required.

Before investigating under what conditions a damped dynamic system

possesses normal modes (paragraph 2.5.2), a more general discussion of

damping is appropriate.

In order to obtain some insight concerning the physical meaning of

damping, this paragraph will be concluded by a discussion in which an

electrical equivalence scheme of damping is presented.

2.5.1 Structural damping.

When an atom or molecule in a medium is disturbed, its motion will

affect neighbouring atoms. This disturbance will bring into action

forces that tend to restore the disturbed atoms, and vibrations of these

particles will result. Although each atom or particle will vibrate in

the vicinity of its equilibrium position, the disturbance will travel

through the medium.

Frictional forces are resistive forces, but unlike restoring forces

they are dissipative. They have the characteristic of t:ransforming the

energy of motion into heat and losing it to the surroundings. Regardless

of the type, they have a direction which opposes the velocity. They have

a retarding effect on the vibrating system and continually reduce the

amplitude of the motion.

Three types of damping can be distinguished (Figure 2.4):

1. solid or dry friction (Coulomb damping).

2. fluid friction.

When the damping force is proportional to the velocity, i.e. in

case of viscous damping, we have the most simple type of damping

mathematically.

3. hysteresis damping.
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Figure 2.4. Types of damping. (a) Coulomb damping, proportional
to spring; (b) Coulomb damping, constant; (c) fluid
damping; (d,e) hysteresis damping.

Hysteresis damping is known as internal friction and develops as

sliding occurs on the atomic level. In a mechanical system, hysteresis

is a deviation from Hooke's Law and would not exist if the vibrating

material were purely elastic.

Accurate information on the hysteresis phenomenon is scarce, due to

its complexity. Investigations on vibrations involving hysteresis

damping are therefore based on approximations that would allow a mathe

matical solution. [2J

2.5.2 Rayleigh dampinq.

An undamped linear dynamic system possesses normal modes.

Undamped: M ~ + K u = 0 (2- 14)
T

Substituting ~ = !~ and pre-multiplying by A , where A is an ortho-

normal transformation matrix which diagonalizes M and K (Appendix B),- -
yields

T •• T ~ •• ,..."
AMAv+AKAv=Mv+Kv=O------- -------

(2-15)

""" """M and K are diagonal matrices. The linearly independent solutions of the
-

homogeneous system are the normal modes.

The mathematical simplicity of normal-mode solutions and their strong

appeal to physical intuition has led engineers to ask when such solu

tions may exist for damped systems:



M u + 0 U+ K u = 0 (2-16)

(2-17 )

•. -1· -1
u + M 0 u + M K u = 0

The normal mode method does not generally apply to damped systems.

Caughey [3J derived a general expression for classes of systems where

this method can be applied:
-1 b

£. = ~ I a. [M !. J ' with -a: < b < a:
- - b b -

He states that in these cases the system has a constant percentage of

critical damping in all modes, a situation which is similar to a system

with linear hysteresis damping.

A special case in Caughey's theorem (only a O and a 1 are non-zero) is

when the damping matrix is a linear function of the stiffness and

inertia matrix

g = a O M + a 1 K. (2-18)

Such systems are known as Rayleigh systems and have the same normal

modes (eigenvectors) as the corres~onding undamped systems regardless of

the magnitude of the damping.

Consider the damped system described by equation (2-16).

When the mass matrix M is non-singular, we may write-
(2-19)
-1

Now we will apply a matrix transformation which diagonalizes M K in

a similar way as we
T ••

B B v +

..
v + (2-20)

.....
Here P is a diagonal matrix.

When 0 is substituted from equation (2-17), the differential equation
-

is

v + T[ ~ (-1 v1 b J •
B ~ ab M ~ ~ ~ + p v = 0 (2-21 )

= I holds for ortho-normal matrices B, we may write

BT(M- 1,!)b B = IT !!.T(!:!-1!.J !!. =
- - - - b- - - -

Substitution in equation (2-21) yields. ~ .. ~. ~

v + P v = v + Q ~ + P v ... 0 (2-22)

And so it is shown that when the damping is described by Caughey's

expression, a transformation exists which diagonalizes the complete

system.
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We may write the uncoupled matrix in its components

This gives the damping ratio as a function

•
v + Q v + P v = 0n n n n n 2•v + 2 1:; w v + w v = o. (2-23)

n n n n n n
the n-th eigenvalue or natural frequency and 1:; is the

n

or in general

Here w is
n

corresponding damping ratio.

= [ I a. CB b] = I a.
b 0 - n b 0

2b= I c;, w = 2 1:; w.
b n n n

of the frequency:

1
(2-24)

~ = a 1 K, the damping ratio will be proportional to w, and the higher

modes will be heavily damped.

2.5.3 Interpretation.

Mechanical power may be written as P = F X, whereas electrical power

is P = U I.

According to analogy theories, the ~ystems depicted in Fig. 2.5 are

equivalent.

~.

Lo-J
c U

R It_

----y-
• 1 r

LI • RI • ("JIdt = U

Figure 2.5. Mechanical-electrical equivalence schemes.

Mechanical-electrical equivalents:

capacity reciproke of stiffness
-1

C ~ K

(buoyance)
resistance R ~ damping D

inductance L ~ mass M

tension U ~ force F
current I velocity

.
~ x

From these analogies, damping may be interpreted as a resistance
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Wo L
Quality factor a = --R-- =

For the electrical network we obtain:

So the damping is R

The same expression

W
and WoWo

damping R

1
R(1 + ja(n - -»

n
1 1 L

------ = - I -, with n =
Wo RC R C

=
_
1 I _L, . f' . 1y ~n case 0 cr~t~ca
a C

in the mechanical system becomes

velocity.
2

. a (n -1) =
J nImpedance Z = R +

which "dissipates"

(2-25)

with ~ = 2 for critical damping. Here 1~ may be regarded as a sort of

quality factor of the mechanical system.

Absolute structural damping is difficult to define or even to

estimate. However, modal damping ratios can be estimated on account of

experiences. This points to values between 2% and 10%, probably never

over 20%. [4]

D / D • •
crit~cal

expansion of the
1 1
- .,-(x-x ) +
2 iX

O
0

Damping ratio Cc =
Using Taylor series

point x
O

: Ix = Ixo +

function Ix in the vicinity of

we may write

1 KO
IKiM = I KM = I KOMO + - I - M2 M

O
The rest terms can be neglected

thus

1 1
M

O 1
- 2' I KOMO

+-1 -K --I KOMO + ...
2 K

O
2

if II M - MOll < 1 and K - KOII < 1,

KO +.!. IM M 2 y

o
equationSubstitution in

M
"0
-K
K

O
(2-25) yields

(2-26)

D = 2 I KM ~ 2~ M + 2~2K = a M + Q K. (2-27)critical ~1 ~ c ~c

Dimensions: a
c
[1/s] , ~c[s] , so the product (ac~c = 1) is dimension-

less.

SUrprisingly, critical damping has the same form as Rayleigh damping.

Here, the equivalence was shown for a one-dimensional case. It is,

however, possible to show similar relations in matrix notation.
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3. APPLICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT METHODS TO ROBOT ARM MODELLING.

The objectives of this study are to model the dynamic behaviour of

flexible robots and to check whether the finite element method can be

used in the modelling process.

Before discussing previous research in this area, a general mathema

tical treatment of the notation methods and definitions concerning

robots is appropriate to obtain a basis to work from.

Next, the proposed modelling method is described and some conclusions

about its merits and disadvantages are given.

3.1 Robot coordinate systems and transformations.

The robot links are enumerated from 1 to n starting from the base

to the tool centre point. Joint i connects links (i-1) and i.

An orthogonal coordinate system, according to the generally accep

ted Hartenberg-Denavit convention, is fixed in each link as follows

(Fig. 3.1):

- zi is directed along the axis·of joint i,

- xi lies along the common normal from zi_1

- Yi completes the righthanded coordinates.

Ii

to Z.,
J.

and

Figure 3.1.
Definition of robot
link coordinate systems.

Using homogeneous coordinates, the movements of the robot links are

described by (4x4) transformation matrices. Relative position and
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orientation are specified by four parameters: e., a., L., and
J. J. J.

case of rotary joints, a., L., and H. are constants, while e.
J. J. J. J.

the angular position of joint i and is time-dependent.

H .• In
J.

indicates

The position of a point R on link i (subscript) written in the ith

link coordinate system (superscript) is expressed as

(3-1)

To write point R's position in the (i-1)-th coordinate system, a

transformation has to be applied

i-1
r, =
-J.

i-1
T.
=:l.

i
r .•
-J.

(3-2)

cose. -sine. COM. sine.sina. L.cose.
J. J. J. J. J. J. J.

i-1 sine. cose.cosa. -cose.sina. L.sine.T.= J. J. J. J. J. J. J.
=:I.

0 sina . H.cosa.
J. J. J.

0 0 0

(3-3)

i-1
Matrix T. comprises both a position and orientation transform

=:l.

ation, and we may write in the inertial system

o
r. =
-J.

o
T.
=:l.

i
r. =
-J.

i-2 i-1
T. 1 T.
::1.- ::1.

i
r.
-J.

(3-4)

In the finite element method, the link is divided into a number of

elements which are connected at various grid points or nodes. The

element's deformation is defined by the displacements of its nodes.

The displacements of grid points on the robot link, due to its

elastic deformation, are referred to the complete robot's undeformed

construction (Fig. 3.2).

rigid
manipulator

::1 ast i c
mani pul ator

£k displacenent of ,lode k

Figure 3.2.
Definition of nodal displace
ments due to robot deformation.
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3.2 Literature overview.

Recently, much attention has been paid to the analysis of dynamic

structures, including robotic manipulators [e.g. 5, 6, 7, 8J. In spite

of the great number of publications conc~rning the problem of robot

dynamics, there are just a few researchers who use the finite element

method to tackle this problem.

At the University of Liege (Belgium), Geradin et ale [9J are

working on a modelling method based upon the finite element method. They

are developing a computer program package which will be a tool for

dynamic simulation of manipulators with flexible elements. In this

study, each robot link is represented by one finite element.

In their stUdies, Sunada & Dubowsky [10,11J start from standard

finite element programs. They use the mass and stiffness matrices

obtained from these analyses, together with general non-linear kinematic

terms, to construct a set of differential equations which describes the

robot's dynamic behaviour. This set is reduced, resulting in a concise

but accurate description of the robot's flexibility effects.

An example of a practical robot is given and it is shown that for

this manipulator the links can be modelled by only two points at the

joints. It is stated that the links' natural frequencies are too high to

be of importance.

3.3 The modelling method.

In our research, we use a standard finite element program in which

the robot links are simulated using a great number of elements. In

three-dimensional space, each element node produces a set of six

differential equations, so a large set of equations will result, giving

an accurate description of the robot link. The simplification of the

model of the robot link is postponed until the final reduction of this

set of equations. In this way, the method's accuracy can be better

controlled.

The second reason for using a great number of elements is the

possibility to indicate weak points in the mechanical construction which

may be improved to give less undesirable vibrations.
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We will follow approximately the same path Sunada & Dubowsky chose,

but our final notation will deviate in some respects from theirs,

resulting in less complex equations. Also, we will incorporate pheno

mena like gravity and structural damping, etc. and therefore hope to

obtain a more accurate model.

3.3.1 Analytical procedure.

The two main approaches towards deriving the dynamic equations of

motion for manipulators have been the Lagrange equations and the Newton

Euler equations. The former can be derived from the latter with virtual

work arguments and result in similar equations [12J.

We will proceed from the Lagrangian formulation for link i

d ( oL )
dt ~.o p

a

= a = 1, •• , #f. (3-5)

Here, #f is the total number of degrees of freedom of link i, if
i a

are the generalized forces, p are the generalized coordinates or
a

variables, and L is the Lagrangian. The Lagrangian is defined as the

difference between the kinetic and potential energies L = K - P.

For each grid point of a spatial element there are 6 degrees of

freedom (three translation and three rotation).

Thus, if link i has #n grid points, there will be 6x#n=#f genera

lized coordinates which describe the state of the link. Let us call
i

these coordinates p~ (~ = 1, •• ,#f), which are measured in link i's

local coordinate frame. The first six coordinates (ip1 to i p6 ) are the

elastic linear displacements and the elastic rotations of the first grid

point. Similarly, i p7 to i p12 are defined for the second grid point,

etc. These ip~ variables will be the generalized coordinates used in

the Lagrange equation of link i.

Using the same notation as Sunada & Dubowsky, the (4x1) deformed
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position vector of grid point g on link i is "filtered" from the (#fx1)
i

generalized coordinate vector £, using a vector ig~.

i
#f

i + i b'PZ+6Ig-11 r =
~~1 ig~ p~

~ ~

~
= [ 0 0 0 ]T for ~

= [ 0 0 0 ]T for ~i
P1+6lg-11 [ 0 0 0 ]T for ~=

0 for all other ~.

(3-6)

Figure 3.3.
Position vector of node g.

The position and the velocity of the grid points will be used in

determining the link's kinetic and potential energies and have to be

expressed in the inertial or reference coordinate system. The absolute

position follows from substitution of (3-6) into (3-4)

0 °T. i °T.
#f

i + i br = r =
~~1 ~ p~

)
~ :=l. ~ :=l. ~

(3-8)

Differentiation leads to the

o 0- 0- if i
v = r = T. ( L <I> ~ PQ +
~ ~ ::l. ~=1"'""'g\j tJ

absolute velocity of the grid point
i 0 #f .

b ) + T. L <I> Q J.PQ ( 3-9 )
~ ::l.~=1--gtJ tJ

In case of rotary joints only, the time derivative of the transfor

mation matrix may be written as

0-
T. =
::l.

i

L
j=1

oa T.
::l. -
~e ..
u. J

J

(3-10)

We notice that grid point g's velocity depends on the robot's

-rotary joint velocities e. which are further down to the base, and the
J

speed of the local displacement.

Note that the rotations of grid point g (p~ for ~ = 4+6(g-1),

5+6(g-1), 6+6(g-1» do not occur in the definitions of position and

velocity. The kinetic energy does therefore not comprise energy of

rotation, which is allowed because, although a grid point has mass m ,
g

it has no dimensions. This is a result of the definition of 19~.
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The kinetic energy of all grid points on link i, is defined by

K =
#n 0 02 ~ m trace{ v v

T
}

g=1 g -g -g
( 3-11 )

The potential energy, associated with structural elasticity, may be

written in linearized form

#f #f
p = 2 2 ~ i k i i (3-12)

~=1 y=1 ~y p~ Py

i
where k~y is the ~,y-th element of the structural stiffness matrix of

the i-th link. The potential energy, unlike the kinetic energy, does

comprise the rotational displacements of the grid points.

Substituting equations (3-9) and (3-10) into the equation of

kinetic energy, and this one with equation (3-12) into Lagrange's

equation, yields after some computations:

if. . if.
\' 1- 1" \' 1-
L m p + L d

~=1 a~ ~ ~=1 a~

i·
p~ +

i .....
f , a = 1 •• #f

a
(3-13 )

This is a set of #f coupled second order differential

#f variablesip~, which can be written in matrix notation

i M i.. i o i· i
K

i if.
p+ p+ .e=- - -

3.3.2 Interpretation.

equations in

(3-14)

We will now discuss the terms in equation (3-13) in order to obtain

some insight concerning their physical background.

Mass.
i ..

The coefficient of p~, written in full, is

i..... {o ~n TOT }maQ = trace T. L m $ ~ T.
t-' ::J. g ..:...ga ~t-' ::J.g=1

(3-15)

i
which can be regarded as the a,~ element of the (#fx#f) mass matrix M.

It can be shown that i M is a diagonal matrix. The diagonal elements ;re

either m , when corresponding to grid point g's linear displacements, or
g

zero, when corresponding to the angular displacements of the grid

point.



i.. i.. i ••
Logically, the coefficient of P1' P2' and P3' which are the

generalized accelerations of the first node in x, y, and z directions,

is the mass. The next three coefficients are zero, through the choice of

~ (eq. 3-7), i.e. the angular inertia of the grid point is assumed to

be negligible.

Damping.

The damping term is only present when the robot is moving, and is

proportional to the joint angular velocities (gyroscopic damping)

i- 0
#n

mg~~
OTT

da~ = trace{ T. I }
=:l.

g=1
::i,t

°
#n i oOT:

trace{ I T I ::l. • }= T. m
~ !g~ 8. (3-16)

::l. g 08. Jg=1 j=1 J

These coefficients can also be regarded as elements of the damping

matrix i o, which is in this case a band-matrix with bandwidth 3 and zero

diagonal elements. Just like the mass matrix, the damping coefficients

only affect the linear and not the angular displacements.

When the joints are not moving, there will be no damping and any

disturbance will cause undamped vibrations. In actual systems, however,

this will never occur because of internal loss of energy through

frictional forces. Therefore, it is necessary to add an extra damping

term.

This may be done, in the same way as is usual in finite element

analyses, by assuming Rayleigh structural da~ping

(3-17 )

It has been shown (2.5) that Rayleigh damping is a linear

approximation of a constant percentage of critical damping.



Stiffness.

The stiffness term in equation (3-13) consists of three parts

i- i
k

0
#n

<l>T o T
ka~ + trace{ T. I mg~ ~,tta~ ~ Lgf3

g=1

#n . 00 T
i

k °T, 4x ~~
~ T,

+ trace{ I I ::l. ••= m --e
a~ ~ g . 10e . jg=1 J= J

(3-18)

In a similar way as was done with the mass and damping terms, this

can be written in matrix notation

(3-19)

The first term is the structural stiffness matrix and is obtained

from standard finite element programs. i K is positive definite and
::::struct

symmetric and its bandwidth is determined by the geometry of the link

and the nodal numbering.

i K is an additional stiffness matrix term which is caused by the
:a ,

accelerations of the joints. Similarly, ~K , which is caused by the
~

interaction of joint velocities (centrifugal effects when j=k, and

Coriolis effects when j*k), affects the total stiffness of the link.

Both are bandmatrices with bandwidth 3.

Force.

The force vector is constructed of three terms

i .....
f
a

#n i
~ 0 T

if 0 • 'l' o T.
trace{ I ~b~ I ~ ..

= - T. m
~

e.
a ::l. g -g oe. Jg=1 j=1 J

0
2 o T

(3-20)

°T.
#n

ibT
i i T.

- trace{ I I I ::l. • •
mg~ oSjOek

ejek~
g=1

-g
j=1 k=1

Here, the three terms are the generalized (external) forces, the

inertial forces, and the centrifugal and Coriolis forces, respectively.
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3.3.3 Remodelling the set of equations.

In view of the previous remarks on the various dynamic terms, which

showed the sparseness of the matrices, we may conclude that is should be

possible to rewrite the set of differential equations (3-13) into a

mathematically simpler form. A more transparant notation method may also

lead to more efficient reduction and solution procedures.

First of all, we can get rid of the trace-operator by substituting

trace{ ~ b
T

} trace{ b
T ~ } = bTa = aTh • (3-21)

We noticed that the angular displacements of the grid points only

occur in the structural stiffness term and the generalized forces.

Therefore, it would seem advantageous to split the generalized coordi
i

nates and forces into two (~ifX1) vectors: Rt containing the linear
i

displacements, and ~ containing the angular displacements.

i
i p = ( .Rt)

1.

Er
and ( 3-22)

When we split the vectors in this way, it is also necessary to

reorganize and partition the structural stiffness matrix similarly:

i K =
i K i K

(3-23)=tt =tr
i

K
i

K
:::rt :::rr

here
i

K
i

Kand are non-singular (~ifx~if) matrices.=tt =rr
The (4x4) transformation matrix aT. can be partitioned

=1.
in the

following way

a
T I ==
::l.

a
s.
-1.

1

(3-24)

a a
where the (3x3) matrix R. defines the rotation and s. the trans la-

::l. -1.

tion.

Let us now define some new variables:

in
I

g=1
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i
#:n

<l>T OTT aT.
Ycx~

= I !ycxg=1 Z-gf3 ::i,tt =:1-

~ a T o· i r a T 0·.
= R. R. and R. R.- =:1- =:1- - =:1- =:1-

(3-25)

(3-26)

(cf. equation

i b •
-g

equation (3-13) can

It can be shown that the matrices i Q and i~ are related to iwcx~ and

iycx~' respectively.

We will also drop the extra 1 in the position vectors
. *

3-1), and thus may write 1 b (a (3x1) vector), instead of
-g

Using the (3x3) matrices from equation (3-26),

be rewritten as is shown in equation (3-27).

i i im, .!. m, E- m,!:- i 0 - i 0 - i 0m2 b m2 E- M 2 !:
i i .. - i i· i

K
i i

K
-l i

K -m/~
im3 b ~+ m3 g .2t+ - K + ) .2t0 0 =tt =tr =r =t

0 ...

and (3-27 )

3.3.4 Extra terms.

The influence of gravity upon the dynamic behaviour of the manipu

lator is very important. Due to the mass of the manipulator, the robot

will be deformed as a consequence of gravity forces acting upon the grid

points, even when not moving.

These forces can be incorporated in the model directly in the force
i

vector f, or through an extra potential energy term in the Lagrange-a
equation.

The potential energy due to gravity can be written as

#:n
a T 0

P = - I { m a r }grav.
g=1 g -g

in which
a

is the gravity force in the inertiala vector system.

(3-28)
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This results in an extra force term in (3.13).

if
tn

a T aT, <Il= - { I m a } (3-29)
grave a:

g=1
g ::l. --ga

The manipulator's load is the object that is being moved. This

object affects the dynamic behaviour of the robot in two ways. First, in

case of standstill, the influence of gravity upon the load will result

in an elastic deformation of the robot arm. Second, when the robot is

moving, the load will induce an extra inertial force term.

The easiest way to incorporate loads in the model is by regarding

the load as an extra link (n+1) beyond the last link of the manipulator.

The robot's gripper will then represent the joint between the last two

links.

Problems may occur when the object that the robot is lifting is

unknown as far as mass, centre of gravity, and/or moments of inertia are

concerned. Then it may be impossible to incorporate the load in the

model, except when rough estimations are satisfactory.

Apart from these extra terms, also structural damping has to be

taken into account. This was shown in paragraph 3.3.2.

For present-day robots the links may be considered rigid. There-

fore, the elasticity at the joints is very

incorporated in the model. Geradin et al..
replacing e, by a function of e" e" and

1 1 1

This subject needs further investigation.

3.3.5 Reduction and solution.

important and has also to be

[9J propose to do this by.
e. , i.e. 8. = f.(S.,S.,S.).

1 1 1 1 1 1

Equation (3-27), which is the model of the dynamic behaviour of

link i, clearly shows the way the matrices are filled. Moreover, it

shows that the grid point's generalized rotations are separated from

their linear displacements, and can be solved in a simple way, or possi

bly omitted.
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The diagonalization procedures, necessary to decouple the variables

and use standard solution methods, may be very simple, regarding the

structure of the equations.

The matrices ~, i~, and OR. are functions of 8 1 , 82"" e. and_ _ ~ 1

their time-derivatives, and are thus time-dependent. This means that the

diagonalization process must be carefully chosen, to allow for time

varying diagonal elements.

Another approach would be to diagonalize the stiffness matrices to

band-matrices with bandwidth 3. Then all matrices in equation (3-27)

will have bandwidth 3, and some are time-varying. This implies that the

variables are not completely decoupled (groups of three) and somewhat

more complex solution methods have to be applied.

The diagonalization process has to be carried out for each link

only once.

However, the set of differential equations is still too large for

practical purposes, such as long computational time in control algo

rithms, and therefore has to be reduced.

Sunada & Dubowsky propose to use a method called Component Mode

Synthesis [13] to reduce the set of equations. This method can be

described as follows:

is connected to the

i i ..p + i D i p• +We start from equation (3-14): M
i - -. I = -

The vector p is split in two parts: 1 p which

i K i i
Eo = f-

(3-14)

other links (interface), and a greater part which is not connected
i F

(free), p. The latter may be regarded as internal degrees of freedom,

and it will be replaced by a smaller set of time-dependent amplitudes

i~(t) of a limited set of fixed-interface normal modes.

This means that the behaviour of the link between the interface

points is described by a few normal modes.

The reduction has the form:

i i I i r °
i I

ip = Eo = p = A a (3-30)
i F i~ i~. i
E. .!l -

:;:$:; =1.



Here, A is an (#fX#a)-matrix with #a<#f.

i~ is-~ matrix of constraint modes, which is obtained from the
:::::c

partitioned stiffness matrix of the link.

i~ i -1
i~I

i K
i i K

= - ~ when ~I ::IF (3-31)
~ - i i

~I ~F

i~ is obtained from a truncated set of eigenvectors when the
:=i

interface coordinates are fixed (displacements zero): these eigenvectors

are solution to the eigenvalue equations:
i i~ i i F 0
~ P + ~F P = _ (3-32)

The truncation is done by considering the frequencies; only the

lowest are taken into account.
iF· iIi i

Eo = ~~ p + ~ !l. (3-33)

The displacement of a point on the link depends on the displacements

of the interface points and on the allowed mode shapes of the link's

vibrations.
T

Substituting (3-30) into (3-14) and pre-multiplying by ~ , the set of

#f differential equations transforms to a set of #a differential

equations

(3-34)

But, as was illustrated above, this reduction procedure probably can

be very much simplified, when the matrices have diagonal form.

This subject has to be investigated further to determine which method

is most efficient.

The resulting differential equations have to be solved which is

possible using standard solution methods (2.3).

Because the solution has to be determined frequently, for example in

control algorithms, an efficient solution procedure has to be chosen.

3.4 Conclusions.

The results obtained sofar only apply to one link of the robot. To

describe the complete manipulator, these models have to be coupled. This

is done by eliminating the interlink forces from the assembled set of

equations.

This is only possible when all variables are expressed in the same,

global systa~, so an extra transformation is necessary.
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Here it must be pointed out that the (rigid) position of the grid

points is obtained from the standard finite element program tha~ is

used. In the program's element mesh generation procedures, the material

is divided into a number of elements with corresponding grid points.

These nodes are the grid points used in the model. The mass and stiff

ness matrices are also taken from the finite element program.

We may conclude that the finite element method is a suitable tool to

describe the stiffness and mass of the links of a flexible manipulator

accurately. These computations have to be carried out once for each

link.

The results (mass matrix and structural stiffness matrix) are substi

tuted into a large set of differential equations, resulting in a dynamic

model in the form of a set of differential equations.

This set is reduced and all the links are taken together to represent

the complete robot.

The usefulness and accuracy of the modelling method will mainly be

determined by the necessary reduction and solution procedures.
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4. ASEA IRb-6.

In order to test the model's validity, an ASEA IRb-6 industrial robot

is available. Unfortunately (?), the robot links are not very flexible.

The ASEA was chosen for two reasons: availability was the first, and

the second reason is that the control system in which the model shall be

used is meant to be for this robot type.

This choice, however, may not affect the universality of the model

ling method which will be chosen. To preserve its universality, the

modelling procedure and the application to a specific robot (type) must

be carefully separated.

4. 1 Structure.

ASEA's industrial robot system comprises two parts: the robot and the

control system. In this study, the control system is not important

(incidently, the available robot's control system is still under

development).

The robot itself consists of a number of mechanical parts which,

driven by motors, manipulate the workpiece.

The outside of the robot consists of (optimally dimensioned)

aluminium alloy cast in sand, which provides a robust unit which stands

the environment well. The built-in transmission elements, bearings, and

cables in arms and pedestal are protected by the outer casing. The

mechanical system has transmission couplings to convert the rotation of

the drive motors to the desired motion in the robot arms. All bearings

are of roller or ball bearing type (no linear bearings).

The ASEA IRb-6 is shown in Fig. 4.1.

ACTUATORS ---+----I~&

WRIST

Figure 4.1.
Structure ASEA IRb6 indus
trial robot.

_+---FOOT
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The total weight of the robot is about 125 kg.

Three linkage discs located inside the arm, connected in series with

each other by means of linkage rods, account for the bending of the

wrist. A similar system, supplemented with a 90° angular gear in the

wrist, transmits the rotary movement of the motor turn unit to a rotary

movement on the "tool attachment" (turning).

4.2 Robot measurements.

Not much information about the mechanical construction of the ASEA

IRb6 has been made available by the manufacturer. Therefore, some

measurements were necessary to obtain data about the geometrical and

physical properties of the robot links.

A serious problem was that, at first, the robot could not be dismant

led, because it was thought that such an enterprise would be too diffi

cult. This was mainly due to the (supposedly) pre-stressed linkage bars

in the lower and upper arms.

The necessary measurements had to be done on the complete robot. The

geometry of the upper and lower arms was obtained in this way. It was,

however, impossible to determinE! the geometry of the joints exactly

(e.g. bearings) and estimations had to be used.

Later when the dismantling of the robot was approved and some special

tools were obtained form ASEA, it turned out that these approximations

were quite accurate.

The geometry measurements were used to sL~ulate the robot links in a

finite element program (chapter 5).

When the robot was taken to pieces, the mass, centre of gravity, and

moments of inertia could also be measured. These results for the upper

and lower arms were compared with the data from the finite element

simulations, to check the accuracy of the simulation models.
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The mass was measured with a balance. The centre of gravity was

determined by balancing the links on a lath, 'and symmetry consider-

ations.

The principal moments of inertia of the links were measured using the

following method (Figure 4.2).

-- d -- L

When the link is displaced from its

equilibrium position, a periodic

rotational movement will result. The

moment of inertia is then given by

in which T is the period of oscilla

tion.

Figure 4.2. Experimental set-up
to measure moments of inertia.

The results for the upper arm, lower

arm, and the wrist are given in

section 6. 2. 1•

To test the dynamic results from the finite element program, some

frequency measurements of the upper arm have been done. The upper arm

was fixed at a position near the joint between the upper and lower arms,

as is shown in Figure 4.3.

Using Hewlett-Packard modal analysis equipment and pulse excitation

(hammer), the dynamic response of one point was measured with an

accelerometer. The excitation was applied in three directions for

several points on the link. The transfer functions for each input and

corresponding output were determined. The results are summarized in

paragraph 6.3.
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Z

accelero - meter

fixation

Figure 4.3. Experimental set-up to measure natural
frequencies of the upper arm.



5. IDEAS PROGRAM PACKAGE.

From several finite element programs available at the Eindhoven

University of Technology, including STRUDL and FEMSYS, IDEAS was chosen

in this study for a number of reasons:

- IDEAS is capable of dealing with dynamic problems.

- very complex structures or mechanisms can be evaluated.

- being one of the most recent programs, IDEAS has excellent ergonomical

features (input and output).

5.1 Structure and possibilities.

Marketed in 1983, the IDEAS program package was developed by SDRC

(Structural Dynamics Research Corp.), a General Electric CAE

International Inc. division. IDEAS is a computer aided engineering

facility, which is an expedient for designing complex structures. At the

same time, IDEAS is capable of executing finite element analyses, both

static and dynamic. An extensive element library, including various

element types and possibilities to implement user-defined elements, is

available. The program is supported by a sophisticated graphics

facility, which enables the user to work with IDEAS comfortably.

IDEAS is an interactive, menu-driven, multi-user system. This means

the user is able to choose from a number of commands presented in a

menu. Each command is executed on-line, but also it is possible to

carried out certain routines off-line (e.g. night batch). The last

possibility is particularly important for parts of the program which are

very time-consuming.

By using the HELP-corr~and, it is possible to acquire information on

the commands which are available on the screen, without diving into the

(extensive) manual [14, 15]. This manual is only necessary for its

examples and more general information concerning IDEAS.

IDEAS is implemented on the University computer centre's VAX-11/750

computers, working under the VMS operating system.

The program is started by issuing the DeL-command: $ IDEAS (return).

The program then asks in which mode (NORMAL or PROGRAM) it has to work.

After (return) by which the default value NORMAL is taken, IDEAS
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inquires about the terminal type which will be used.

Next, the user is promp~ed for the name of the model file. By typing

a non-existing name a new file is created (a new system of unity must

then also be specified), otherwise an existing file will be used.

IDEAS is a modular system, with menus and submenus, etc. A block

diagram is shown in Figure 5.1.

Within IDEAS, the commands MENU (return) and GLOBAL MENU (return) are

used to display the menus from which the commands can be chosen. GM

contains commands which are available on all levels within IDEAS. On

the contrary, M lists only the possible commands on a local level, i.e.

the commands that are available at this point in the program.

IDEAS
;, NORMAL

TERMWAL TYPE
MODEL FILE

I I I
I?INITE SYSTEM SYSTEM EXPERI11ENTAL UTILITIES
ELEMENT DESIGN ANALYSIS METHODS
MODELING

I families
... ----- - -- - --- - ----- ----_.. - - - - - - - - --- -----------------------.----------------------

MODEL CREATION modules
ENHANCED MESH GENERATION
CROSS S~CTION ANALYSIS
MODEL SOLUTION OBJECT ;10DELING
OUTPUT DISPLAY SYSTEM ASSEMBLY
FILE TRANSLATOR MECHANISM 0ESIG~

Bl\TCH FILE TRANSLATOR EXCITATION DEFINITION Figure 5.l.
FRAME ANALYSIS llESPONSE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OPERATING SYSTEM structure IDEAS.
DATA LOADERS
OPERATING SYSTEM

The family level is the first we encounter upon entering the program.

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING is the part in which the finite element

method is implemented, including mesh generation.

SYSTEM DESIGN is a solids modeling tool for developing the concept

and initial designs of mechanical components and systems. It offers the

capabilities the designer needs in defining and evaluating a product's

geometry. The complete SYSTEM DESIGN family is referred to as GEOMOD.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS, EXPERIMENTAL METHODS, and UTILITIES are not used in

this study, and will not be discussed here.
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Underneath the family level, we find the modules. Each family

contains a number of modules. For example, the family SYSTEM DESIGN

contains the modules OBJECT MODELING, SYSTEM ASSEMBLY, and MECHANISM

DESIGN. By giving commands, one gets deeper into IDEAS' hierarchical

structure.

It is of course possible to return to a higher level. This is done by

using the commands'!' which causes the program to move one level up, or

'$' which makes the program jump to the highest level within the

module.

Next to these, two global commands are available: NEW MODULE and

CHANGE FAMILY, which allow switching from one module to another within

the same family, or to another family's module.

Because all changes are stored in one model file, it is not necessary

to generate new files for use in different modules or families.

Sometimes, however, parts of the data file must be copied within the

original model file, which is also possible by using IDEAS commands.

Every change on the model file must be SAVEd at the end of a terminal

session, otherwise the work has been in vain. After the EXIT command,

the user is asked to confirm the command, with a report on the unsaved

ch,3.nges. Also the scratch file has to be deleted.

5.2 Using IDEAS.

From all possibilities IDEAS offers, most are not used in this study.

Only the families FINITE ELEMENT MODELING and SYSTEM DESIGN are

important for our purposes.

Within SYSTEM DESIGN, only the module OBJECT MODELING is used.

This module is used to construct three dimensional models of the

robot links. From geometry measurements, the robot link structure is

input into the program by composing it from simple forms, such as

blocks, cylinders, hexahedra, and spheres. Complex shapes can be formed

in a two dimensional working space and then made three dimensional by

extruding or revolving them. By joining or subtracting the building

blocks, an accurate model of the robot link is established. This model

resembles reality as accurately as possible or necessary.

An alternative model, in which some of the features from reality are

omitted, is build using solid forms. In this model it is only important
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that surfaces are defined in the centre of the robot link's material.

These surfaces are used later to define or represent shell type

elements.

Let us call the first model type a volume model, and the second one a

surface model.

After the models have been build, we switch over to FINITE ELEMENT

MODELING, ENHANCED MESH GENERATION.

Here the robot links are discreticized, i.e. an element mesh is

mapped onto the structure. For volume models this would mean that three

dimensional elements have to be used (e.g. tetrahedra). Because the

robot links can be thought of as being constructed of thin aluminium

plates, this would lead to an enormous amount of elements, and thus a

great burden upon computer resources (memory and processing time).

However, without significant loss of accuracy, we are able to use

shell elements under the assumption that the plates themselves cannot be

compressed perpendicular to their surface. With the surface model, these

element types can be used. Now the total number of elements will be

smaller, which is advantageous with respect to computer resources.

When the element mesh is generated, some restraints and loads have to

be defined, which is done in l10DEL CREATION.

MODEL SOLUTION is then used to determine static or dynamic solutions,

using the finite element method. Before solving the problem, a number of

parameters have to be adjusted to obtain the desired results. For

example, displacements, stresses, or reaction forces can be chosen as

output variables for each node or element. Within this module, the

command SOL\~ will start the analysis, running in the day or the night

batch, whichever was chosen.

One of the options is whether or not to delete the hypermatrix file,

in which mass and stiffness matrices are stored, when the analysis has

been completed.

The module OUTPUT DISPLAY is used to visualise the results of the

finite element procedure. There are various options to present the data,

e.g. deformed geometry plots, arrow plots, XY-plots, or tabular form. It

is also possible to select all or some of the elements or nodes for

display.
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Figure 5.2 shows a block diagram of the modules we used.

SYSTEM
DESIGN

FINITE
ELEMENT
MODELING

Figure 5.2. Modules used
in IDEAS.
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A more elaborate treatment of modelling the robot links is given in

the next paragraph. The next chapter deals with the results obtained

from finite element analyses of the robot link models.

5.3 Robot link modelling.

This section discusses the various simulation models of the robot

links that were constructed in IDEAS.

Obviously, it is practically impossible to model the links exactly,

and some simplifications are necessary. The extent and influence of

these simplifications are discussed both for the upper and lower arm.

The geometry and finite element models are shown in their final

shapes. The process which leads to these models is not discussed here;

for this the reader is referred to [16J.

5.3.1 Upper arm.

The volume model of the upper arm is shown in Figure 5.3. This model

is the most precise image of the real robot link, that we will use in

our research.
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Figure 5.3. Volume model ASEA IRb6 upper arm.

As we have already seen, it would be more efficient to use shell

elements and therefore we have to build a surface model. This is done by

creating a block model where some of the surfaces are used to define an

element mesh.

For the upper arm we used only half of the model. We assumed that the

link could be considered symmetric. This assumption holds when the

applied forces are also symmetric.

However, this is not true, because the driving gear for the a-motion

is located at one side of the link. Nevertheless, in order to reduce the

number of elements, the symmetry assumption was adopted all the same.

In the plane of symmetry, some boundary conditions for the nodal

displacements have to be specified:

- I:::.z = o.
- no rotation about x-axis.

- no rotation about y-axis.

Also, conditions for the nodes that correspond to the connections

with the driving gear and the lower arm have to be introduced, to be

able to simulate the link's reaction to external forces:

- node where driving gear is attached, is fixed.

- for the nodes located on the "bearing ring" (joint):

E I:::.x = E I:::.y = 0 (multi-point constraint).

The mass and stiffness matrices that are related to the element mesh

are not affected by these restraints.
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Figure 5.4 shows the element mesh (parabolic quadrilateral shell

elements) of the upper arm half.

y
J..z X

Figure 5.4.
Finite element
model ASEA IRb6
upper arm.

209 elements
694 nodes

Some major simplifications are the "holes" through which the linkage

rods for the wrist are located. These alterations have only a small

effect on the total stiffness of the link.

As far as that goes, other simplifications concerning the joint

bearings have more impact. The bearings and linkage discs are

constructed of iron, whose mass is three times the mass of aluminium and

the modulus of elasticity is approximately one thrid.

The model of the upper (and lower) arm is, however, completely made

of aluminium, which makes it possible to use one element type.

~le influence of these iron parts is demonstrated in section 6.2.

When the difference between simulation and experimental data is too

great, the simulation model should be refined. This would lead to a more

complex model.

5.3.2 Lower arm.

The lower arm is modelled in a way similar to the upper arm [17].

However, no symmetry assumption is used and the complete link is

simulated. The volume model is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5.
Volume model
ASEA IRb6
lower arm.

Figure 5.6 shows the element mesh with parabolic quadrilateral shell

elements.

x
y~

Z

Figure 5.6.
Finite element
model ASEA IRb6
lower arm.

253 elements
820 nodes

One simplification that was made here, concerns the attachment point

of the driving gear for the ~-motion. This relative small part of the

link was considerably simplified, because otherwise the number of

elements would be too large. The influence of this alteration can be

neglected, because care has been taken that centre of gravity and

moments of inertia are not affected by this simplification.

The restraints or boundary conditions that were used for the lower

arm are:

- node where driving gear for ~-motion is attached, is fixed.

- for nodes on the "bearing rings", i.e. the joint where the lower

arm and the pedestal are connected, a multi-point constraint is

defined: E ~x = E ~y = o.
The same remarks on the iron bearings which were made for the upper

arm, apply to the lower arm.
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5.4 Static and dynamic analyses.

The finite element models defined in the preceding section have been

used to simulate the static behaviour of the links due to external

forces.

Both for the upper and lower arms a force was applied and the

displacements, stresses, and reaction forces computed. Figure 5.7 shows

the position and orientation of the exciting forces. (Gravity forces are

not considered.)

F

Figure 5.7. Static forces upper and lower arm simulations.

Using the IDEAS' modules SOLVE and OUTPUT DISPLAY, the results were

obtained; they are presented in section 6.2.2.

Apart from these analyses, the geometrical features of the robot

links were determined in the module OBJECT MODELING. The properties of

the simulation model that can be determined here, include: mass, centre

of gravity, and moments of inertia. These results are presented in 6.2.1

and tabulated in Appendix C.

The dynamic analysis of the robot links proved to be much more

difficult than static analysis. This was mainly due to two reasons:

First, the computational time and memory necessary for the analysis

is very large. Especially the memory requirement was an obstacle. In

fact, the VAX-computer would have to be completely devoted to this one

job, i.e. could only be used as a single-user facility. This proved to

be very difficult to organize.

Second, when starting a dynamic analysis, the program prompts for the

setting of a number of KINEMATIC FREEDOMS. The IDEAS manuals give only a

few remarks on this subject, and the meaning of these parameters is not
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yet fully understood [16, 17]. However, it was shown on a simple model

that these parameters affect the results (natural frequencies)

considerably.

For these reasons, a finite element dynamic analysis of the robot

links has not yet been done.
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6. RESULTS.

This chapter summarizes the results from mathematical procedures for

simplified models of the links, simulations in IDEAS, and measurements

of the robot links after the robot was dismantled.

6.1 Mathematical results from simplified models.

Apart from the finite element analyses (including geometrical data

such as determination of mass, centre of gravity, etc.) and measure

ments, some properties of the links can be estimated using analytical

methods for simple models.

This is only done for the ASEA IRb6 upper arm. A simple model of this

link is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1. Simple model of upper arm (deformations).

The upper arm is modelled as a hollow box of 700 rom length, a cross

section of 100 rom x 140 rom, and a thickness of 5 rom. The tube is
3

constructed of aluminium with mass density p = 2700 kg/m and modulus of

elasticity E = 7.10
10

N/m2 •

The following properties can be calculated:

mass M = 4.35 kg
6 4

moment of inertia I = 3.77·10 rnrn
z
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Deformation due to the link's own weight:

q = M/l

o =1

-2= 6.2-10 N/mrn

-3= 7-10 mrn (6-1)

Deformation due to a force F = 2 N at the tip:

-4= 9-10 mm. (6-2)

So the total displacement, when the maximum load of 6 kg is lifted,
-3

is approximately 35-10 mm.

The displacements of the robot link will be somewhat larger, because

- the arm is not absolutely fixed.

- there are holes in the arm.

- the extra weight of the wrist and the balancing weight was not

considered.

The maximum of stress that may be induced by a force F 2N is
M r

O'max = I (6-3)

in which M is the moment F-l and r is the distance from the point to the

0'
max

The stress in the x-direction is caused by the y-deflections, and

axis of symmetry (r = 50 mrn).
-3 2= 18.6-10 N/mrn.

will have approximately the shaped as is sketched here.

The stress will have a maximum near

is is

the point where the link is

supported, i.e. near the joint.



length ( cross-section) •

= 6.21 kg/m, and 1 = 0.6 m.
4 -6 4

m and I = 6.39·10 m .
z
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The eigenfrequencies of the model can be calculated from the simple

model shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2. Simple model of Upper arm (eigenfrequencies).

The length is now 600 rom, because we assume that the wrist has been

removed.

It can be shown [18] that the frequencies are given by
2

f 1
=.Q.:..2.§.i EI

f 2
= 3.51 .; EI • f (n-~) 1t .; EI

2.. = , n
1

2 p I
,

2 p" 2 1
2 p'n

1

Here, p' is the mass per unit of

Substituting E = 7.10
10

N/m2 , p'
-6

We can calculate I = 3.77·10
Y

Using these values we obtain:

f 1y =
f 2y =

The actual

321 Hz

2010 Hz

eigenfrequencies will

f
1z

= 417 Hz

:2z = 2617 Hz

be somewhat lower due to irregulari-

ties in the construction and extra weight.



6.2 Static simulations and exper~ents.

In this section, the results obtained from static measurements will

be discussed and compared with simulation results.

The measurement and simulation data is tabulated in Appendix c.
First, the geometrical properties of the upper and lower arms will be

discussed and, second, the static finite element analyses are inter

preted.

6.2.1 Geometry.

The mass, centre of gravity, and moments of inertia of the various

robot parts were measured according to the methods described in section

4.2. The measurements were not carried out for all parts, or combina

tions of parts.

Some measurements were done with the iron bearings and linkage discs

removed.

These properties were also obtained from the models in IDEAS. Compa

rison of the values leads to the following remarks:

The centre of gravity from the measurements, regarding the accuracy

of these values, agrees with the simulation results.

The mass obtained from the simulations is less than the mass that was

measured. This is caused by simplifications of the links. Especcially

the influence of bearings and linkage discs is important, as is indi

cated by the difference in mass when these parts are removed or not.

The simulation masses can be compared to the experimentally obtained

values with the bearings removed. The deviations are about 26% for the

lower arm and 10% for the upper arm.

The mass of the wrist and wrist-holder is measured to be 3.45 kg,

while ASEA gave a value of 3.12 kg (10%).
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The experimental moments of inertia have somewhat higher values than

the simulations (maximally a factor 2 for the upper arm + wrist +

holder). This may be explained by the difference in mass and the fact

that the heavy parts (bearings, etc.) are located relatively far from

the centre of gravity. The results for the upper arm without bearings

match very well.

6.2.2 Deformation.

Some of the results from static analyses of the upper and lower arms

are given in Appendix C. These values are obtained from the finite

element analyses that are shortly described in section 5.4.

Here, we will only discuss the results for the upper arm in detail.

For the simulations, gravity effects are not considered.

Figure 6.3 shows the group of elements of the upper arm that was

nodes

chosen for presentation.

figure.

~'
~

The element nodes are also indicated in this

Figure 6.3. Nodes and elements for y
displacement and x-stress.

Figure 6.4 shows the y-displacements for the nodes located in the

plane of symmetry. These displacements are larger than those in x- and

z-directions, because the load is directed along the negative y-axis.

Along the horizontal axis of Figure 6.4 not really the x-coordinate

is plotted, but the node numbers. This is, however, an approximation of

the x-coordinate, when the internodal distances are the same.
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Figure 6.4. Simulation results y-deformation.

The maximum y-displacement is 1.3-10-
6

m, which is just a bit laraer

than the value of 9_10-
7 m calculated in section 6.1 (equation 6-2).

The x-stress is illustrated in Figure 6.5 for the elements using the

same horizontal axis.
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Figure 6.5. Simulation results x-stress.

The trend of the stress is roughly the same as is sketched in section

6.1; note the influence of the hole. The maximum stress is 20_10-
3

N/mm
2

-3 2
which agrees with the theoretical result (6.1) of 18-10 N/mm.

For the lower arm, similar results have been obtained [17J.
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6.3 Dynamic experiments.

Modal analysis of the complete ASEA IRb6 robot [19J showed that most

flexibility effects are due to elasticity at the joints and that the

links may be considered rigid. These measurements show that the natural

frequencies of the joints are about 14 Hz.

When the robot was dismantled, we measured the frequency response of

the upper arm (section 4.2). A complete modal analysis of the upper arm

was not possible because of time restrictions. Some typical results are

presented in Appendix C.

These results show three eigenfrequencies; 100 Hz and 105 Hz in z

direction, and 150 Hz in y-direction. Comparing these values with the

mathematical results from 6.1 (f = 417 Hz and f
1

= 321 P~), we can
1z y

make the following comments:

The measurements show that the lowest frequency is in the z-direc

tion, which is supposed to be the "most rigid" direction with the

highest natural frequency.

The measured frequencies are about one third of the theoretical

values.

These results may lead to the conclusion that something went wrong

during the measurements and the results are rather unreliable. The most

obvious cause would be an inferior quality of the bedding or fixation

point. However, regarding the construction of the bedding (Figure 4.3),

one would expect the quality to be better in z-direction than in y-

direction.

We may, nevertheless, conclude that the natural frequencies of the

upper arm are certainly not lower than 100 Hz.
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6.4 Conclusions.

The static simulation results and experiments (mass, moments of

inertia) show good agreement. When the joint bearings and linkage discs

are also used in the models, the accuracy of the simulations can be

improved.

As far as link stiffnes is concerned, the results from finite element

analyses and mathematical models is practically the same.

The dynamic experiments are difficult to interpret. From the frequen

cy measurements of the upper arm we may conclude that its natural

frequencies are higher than 100 Hz.

A final remark on the magnitude of the deformations of the upper and

lower arms is appropriate.

The maximum displacement for the upper arm was calculated to be
-3

35· 10 mm.

The accuracy of the ASEA IRb6, as given by the manufacturer, is 0.21

rom when stretched and 0.09 rom when contracted.

The calculated value is onE~ sixth of the total maximum displacement,

which is a reasonable value considering the influence of the other links

and, particularly, the joints.
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7. CONCLUSIONS.

7.1 Conclusions.

The modelling method as described in chapter 3 is a feasible tool to

describe the dynamic behaviour of flexible robot links.

The mass and stifness matrices of the discretized links are obtained

from standard finite element programs. These results are substituted

into a set of second order differential equations in which the variables

are the displacements of the nodes relative to their rigid (undeformed)

position.

In these equations, the movements of the manipulator are incorpora

ted, i.e. inertial, Coriolis, and centrifugal effects are taken into

account.

Effects like structural damping, loads, gravity, etc. can easily be

incorporated in the model.

For the ASEA IRb6, the links may be considered rigid compared to the

joints and actuators.

The angular speeds and accelerations of the joints are small compared

to the stiffness and inertia terms of the links, so the influence of

these flexibility effects may be neglected.

This means that the ASEA IRb6 is too rigid to test the model's vali

dity and a control algorithm based upon the dynamic model would be a

waste of effort, as far as the links are concerned.

However, when the joints and driving gear are taken into account, the

dynamic behaviour of the robot may be improved by a controller based

upon the dynamic model in which these effects are described.

Furthermore, for future robots with more flexible links, the influen

ce of the elastic arms may be such that application of the presented

model leads to better performance.

The simulation models of the ASEA IRb6 upper and lower arms are quite

accurate representations of the real robot links. Static simulations

agree with experimental data and mathematical approximations. Dynamic

analyses were not yet possible, and dynamic measurements proved to give

rather unreliable results.
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One major complication is the influence of joint bearings and linkage

discs because of their relatively excessive weight and stiffness. It may

be necessary to incorporate these components and thus construct a more

complex model.

7.2 Future research.

Some aspects, which have only been indicated in this report, need

further study.

Incorporation of flexibility effects in joints and driving gear.

As was shown (chapter 6), even for present-day robots like the ASEA

IRb6, an improvement of dynamical behaviour may be obtained when elasti

city in the joints and actuators is taken into account.

The way to incorporated these effects in the dynamic model needs some

more investigations.

Further consideration of the extra dynamic terms, such as loads,

gravity, and structural damping, are necessary. It may also be that

some, until now no1: considered, dynamical aspects have to be incorpora

ted to render a sufficientle accurate model.

Investigations concerning the efficiency of reduction and solution

methods have to be done. The most efficient procedures have to be used,

and probably a computer program package in which the modelling tools are

combined will be feasible.

To test the models, an alternative, more flexible robot is preferred.

This is mainly due to the difficulties which arise when measurements of

the real robot have to be compared to simulations. For a robot with

rigid links, these difficulties are caused by problems of measuring

small deformations superimposed upon other deformations, in other words:

the interaction of flexibility effects.

The final goal of the research project will be to construct control

algorithms based upon the dynamic model.

The feasibility of such controllers has to be investigated [sJ and

aspects like computation time and memory, and controllability have to be

looked into.
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APPENDIX A. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS.

The mechanical terms used in this report are generally accepted. It

may, however, be convenient for the reader to summarize some definitions

of notions which will be used.

Elasticity is the property whereby a solid material changes its shape

and size under the action of opposing forces, but recovers its original

configuration when the forces are removed.

Stiffness is the material's property to resist elastic deformation

and is denoted by the stiffness factor or coefficient.

Strain is defined as the deformation or change in shape of a material

as a consequence of applied force. Linear strain is the change of length

per unit length.

Stress is a measure of the internal reaction between elementary

particles of a material in resisting separation, compacting, or sliding

that tend to be induced by external forces. Stress is identified as

tensile, compressive, or shearing.

Poission's ratio v is a material constant expressing the ratio of

lateral strain to longitudinal strain.

Young's modulus, or modulus of elasticity, is the ratio of stress to

corresponding strain when the material behaves elastically.

The mathematical notation which will be used, deviates at some points

from generally used methods.

Scalars are indicated by upper or lower case characters, whichever is

most convenient.

A column vector's notation will be an underlined lower case character

(e.g. 2). A superscript T indicates the transpose of a vector, i.e. when

2 is a column vector, v
T

will be a row vector. When the vector's com-

ponents are enumerated, square brackets will be used, and the components

[ T TJTv.,v. ).
-~ -']

Sometimes it is necessary to indicate the coordinate system in which a

vector is given. This is done by a superscript at the left, e.g.
i
v.

Matrices are indicated by double underlined upper case characters

(e.g. N, ~).
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Transformation matrices, whi~h transform vectors from a base system

to a new coordinate system (section 3.1), are written as matrices with a

superscript at the left to indicate the base system and a

the right for the new system. For example, transformation
o

transforms vector v from the O-th system to a new vector

coordinate system:

subscript at
. iTmatrLX ~

i v in th; ith

i i 0
v= ~ v

According to convention, the transpose of a matrix is indicated by a

superscript T at the right (as with vectors) of the matrix. The inverse

is written with a superscript -1 at the same position.

These notations will be used throughout the report, necessary modifi

cations to this notation will be explained when they occur.
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APPENDIX B. DIAGONALIZATION OF MATRICES.

Statement: When at least one of the real quadratic forms
T T

a = x A x b = x B x

is positive definite, it is always possible to transform both forms to

linear combinations of squares of new variables (canonical forms) by a

non-singular real transformation.

Proof:

,. Suppose B is positive definite: x
T

B x ~ 0 for all x = o.= - =- -
2. Substitute x = Q y with Q an orthonormal modal matrix of B.

T T T- 2 2 2
b = Y g ! Q x... - x... ! y - l.I.,y, + 1.1. 2Y2 + ••• I.I.nYn

All l.I.'s are positive, because B is positive definite, so we may write-
222

3. n i = Il.I. i Yi b - n, + n 2 + ••• nn

4. At the same time, due to steps 2 and 3:
T T T T T

a=y ~ AQy=!l. Q' Ag'!l.=!l.~.!l

where QI is the matrix which results from Q by dividing each element in

column i by 11.1. ••
~

5. Suppose!l. = R~, with R an orthonormal modal matrix of ~, then

2 2
A,

2a = A"lX, + A,2lX 2 + lXn n

b
T T T T 2 2 2

= !l.!l.= lX R R lX = lX lX = lx, + lX
2

+ ... lx- - n

Conclusion: By substitution of ~ = QI R~, where QI and ~ are defined as

above and lx the new variables, a and b are transformed to linear

combinations of squares of lx ••
~

-and B------
- T TThis means that ~ = R Q1 A 2.1 R

are both diagonal matrices.

Thus it is proved that A and B, under the condition that at least one

of them is positive definite, can be diagonalized by the same real

transformation.
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APPENDIX C. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND SIMULATION RESULTS.

Geometry.

wrist-holder

~z~
wrist

measurements measurements simulations

with bearings without bearings IDEAS

lower arm mass 11.45 kg 7.26 kg 5.39 kg

c.o.g. - (205,10,5) (213,5.8,-1.9)

Ixx - 0.0598 0.0335

Iyy - 0.306 0.197

Izz - 0.306 0.183

upper arm mass 7.34 kg 5.85 kg 5.26 kg

c.o.g. - ( 128,0,0) (157,1.7,0)

Ixx - 0.020 0.0198

Iyy - 0.364 0.364

Izz - 0.360 0.284

upper arm mass 10.79 kg - 7.37 kg

+ wrist c.o.g. (288,0,0) - (302,2.2,0)

+ holder Ixx 0.0313 - 0.0235

Iyy 1. 12 - 0.675

Izz 1. 12 - 0.680

wrist mass - - 1.40 kg

c.o.g. - - (10,0,0)

Ixx - - 0.00134

Iyy - - 0.0018

Izz - - 0.0026
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measurements measurements simulations

with bearings without bearings IDEAS

wrist + * mass 3.45 kg - 2.13 kg

holder c.o.g. - - (-4.3,0,0)

Ixx - - 0.0036

Iyy - - 0.0056

Izz - - 0.0059

upper arm mass - - 6.16 kg

+ holder c.o.g. - - ( 228, 1• 3 , 0 )

Ixx - - 0.022

Iyy - - 0.464

Izz - - 0.470

wrist- mass - - 0.90 kg

holder c.o.g. - - (-25.5,-1,0)

Ixx - - 0.0025

Iyy - - 0.0027

Izz - - 0.0033

centre of gravity in mm in local coordinate system.

moments of inertia in kgm2.

*mass wrist+ holder from ASEA: 3.12 kg.

Static deformation.

maximum maximum maximum
displacements stresse~ reaction forces

(lJ,m) (rn.lI:l/mm ) (mN)

direction X Y Z X Y
.,. X Y Z...

upper arm 0.10 1.30 0.05 20 7 5 125 960 300

lower arm 0.09 0.60 0.06 1.5 0.2 1 - - -
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Frequency measurements.

Frequency analyzer

Accelerometer

Hammer

HP 4523A

Endevco 22210 BR79

head: soft

transfer function

10, stable

impact

internal, chn #1

120.312 Hz t::.F = 390.625 mHz

100.000 Hz

2.56 sec t::.T = 5.00000 mS

AC/DC delay cal(E/V)

AC -100.000 mS 20.0000

AC -100.000 mS 50.0000

range

5 V

10 V2

chan#

measurement state:

measurement:

average

signal

trigger

cent. frequency

bandwidth

time length

charge amplifiers:

3 - chan1 20 un/V 3.8 pC/mech.unit (hammer)

4 - chan2 50 un/V 1.75 pC/mech.unit ' (accelero-meter)

Plots: excitation near accelerometer,

1. z-direction

2. z-direction

3.a. z-direction

b. y-direction.
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